Spheres Of Light
Full Moon in Capricorn — 3rd July 2020
Enki

Image is from the “Babylonian Tarot” written & illustrated by Sandra Tabatha Cicero

Full Moon in Capricorn and a Lunar Eclipse (Full Moon 2:44pm 5/7/20)
The Moon in Capricorn with Sun in Cancer is all about the structures, work, and goals you make in regards your
life, security and home. Are you focused on merely your insecurities about how you live or are you ready to break
through your limitations and adapt to your own life's true potential? Are your goals merely for the little you or are
they for the initiate you, the co-creator who is here creating Heaven on Earth? You have the cosmic energies with
you to start moving into the bigger picture of your purpose on Earth and what you are here to achieve from the level
of yourself as a Co-creator.
All eyes will be on USA as the lunar eclipse hits on the 5th July a day after their Independence Day celebrations.
July kicks off with Saturn retrograde re-entering its sign of rulership, Capricorn, on July 1. Saturn is often referred to
as "Father Time" and the "Lord of Karma. The chaos playing out at the moment will come under Saturn’s
disciplinary nature and some form of retribution will certainly be divvied out to those who at the core of the problem.
This lunar eclipse in July in the sign of Capricorn is the final Capricorn eclipse for some years. We've had these
Cancer and Capricorn eclipses for a couple of years now, and we're closing the books, ending chapters, and
wrapping things up now. There may be a sense of big things coming to an end, and this may be the culmination of
something that started 1 1/2 - 2 years ago.
Interestingly, the constellation Capricornus has one of the oldest mythological associations, having been
consistently represented as a hybrid of a goat and a fish since the Middle Bronze Age, when the Sumerians used
the Goat-Fish" as a symbol of their god Enki.

Enki
Enki (also known as Ea, Enkig, Nudimmud, Ninsiku) was the Sumerian god of wisdom, fresh water, intelligence,
trickery and mischief, crafts, magic, exorcism, healing, creation, virility, fertility, and art. Iconography depicts him as
a bearded man wearing a horned cap and long robes as he ascends the Mountain of the Sunrise; flowing streams
of water run from his shoulders, emphasizing his association with life-giving water, while trees representing the
male and female principle stand in the background. The streams are interpreted as the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers
which, according to one myth, were formed from Enki's semen. His name means "Lord of the Earth" and his
symbols are the fish and the goat, both representations of fertility.

Prosperity
On this night we will tap into this Moon's golden potential through a beautiful ritual to draw prosperity your way,
designed to invoke an increase of physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual wealth in your life. Capricorn highlights
the potential we all have to manifest our ambitions into physical reality. Capricorn’s grounded, elemental earthiness
makes this Full Moon the most powerful time of year to focus on manifesting financial abundance, prosperity and
career advancement.

Tarot – The Devil
The Devil Tarot card symbolizes the Cardinal Earth Sign Capricorn, and so
represents leadership and taking control of the situation in a practical way. The
message from this card is a higher spiritual lesson you must learn. What is weighing
you down? What problem in your life are you literally chained to? It could be
addiction or substance abuse, often markers of this card. Harnessing the qualities of
Capricorn and taking leadership on a key issue will help you to unleash yourself from
these chains.

(Image is from the “Babylonian Tarot” written & illustrated by Sandra Tabatha Cicero)

Ritual
OPENING THE QUARTERS

Trace the sigil then walk the circle sunwise once with
athame or finger creating the circle boundary
projecting the colour blue saying:
By the power of the Dragons of Water may this circle
be blessed, cleansed and sanctified.

SOUTH
I open the Southern gates of Earth
Come forth with your protective force
Circle us with the powers of manifestation
I call thee to come forth and protect and charge this
circle.
As be your will.

EAST
I open the Eastern gates of Air
Come forth with your mighty winds
Circle us with your power and inspiration
I call thee to come forth and protect and charge this
circle.
As be your will.
Trace the sigil then walk the circle sunwise once with
athame or finger creating the circle boundary
projecting the colour yellow saying:
By the power of the Dragons of Air may this circle be
blessed, cleansed and sanctified.

NORTH
I open the Northern gates of Fire
Come forth with your fiery breath
Circle us with your strength and power
I call thee to come forth and protect and charge this
circle.
As be your will.
Trace the sigil then walk the circle sunwise once with
athame or finger creating the circle boundary
projecting the colour red saying:
By the power of the Dragons of Fire may this circle be
blessed, cleansed and sanctified.

WEST
I open the Western gates of Water
Come forth with your power of the primordial ocean
Circle us with the power of connective energy
I call thee to come forth and protect and charge this
circle.
As be your will.
(West is continued in the next column)

Trace the sigil then walk the circle sunwise once with
athame or finger creating the circle boundary
projecting the colour green saying:
By the power of the Dragons of Earth may this circle
be blessed, cleansed and sanctified.

______________
Person hosting the ritual stands in front of altar and
bows and adds salt to the bowl of water, then says:
I [Dragon Name] invoke the dragons this night,
Come Dragons of the primordial waters,
Come Dragons from the primal source of creation,
Come Dragons of Lightness and Darkness,
Come Dragons of Chaos and Form,
I invoke you to join us and impart your wisdom and
ancient knowledge.
Guard and protect us this night,
As be your will.

INVOCATION TO TIAMAT
Oh Great Goddess Tiamat, stir and arise, awake in the
darkness, awake in the abyss,
She who is terrible to face, who devours and swallows
up life,
She who brings life to those who face her,
She who is the begetter of dragons.
Stir up oh Dragon Goddess, I summon thee tonight!

INVOCATION TO ENKI
Welcome Enki, King of the world
Bring forth your benevolence in these troubled times.
Welcome

Activity — Prosperity Spell using Cinnamon
Cinnamon is a warming, fiery spice that can be used in spells for happiness, love and
prosperity. Cinnamon can stimulate our solar plexus, opening the door to our highest
manifestation power and allowing us to call in exactly what we need and desire.
After the meditation write down on a piece of paper what prosperity you want to bring
into your life. Wrap the paper around the cinnamon stick and consecrate in the smoke
of the incense.
Hold the cinnamon wrapped in your spell for prosperity over your solar plexus and
open the chakra and visualise the fire within the chakra penetrating it with the fire and
activating its absolute potential.

Meditation — Enki on the Mountain
Take a moment to relax your body and centre yourself, letting any tension release. Bring your awareness to the
sensations of your breath, and the gentle rhythm it is creating within you. Move your thoughts to your solar plexus
and expand the fire within the chakra and then expand the fire within your whole body. Feel the warmth within and
around you.
See yourself standing up from your chair and moving through a tear in the fabric of reality and moving into another
realm. You find yourself at the base of a mountain, whose peaks pierce clouds and continue upward where the air
is clear and the view looks out into infinity.
In your mind move yourself now to the top of the mountain. Breathe in the fresh clear air, feel the energy of this
mountain how does it feel to you. Take in the beauty of the landscape and become apart of the vibration of this
special place.
Feel the stability of this mountain and for a moment be this mountain. See the sun travel across the sky from dawn
to dusk, casting light and shadows and colours across the landscape. See the full moon rise in all its glory throwing
its gentle light on the slopes of the mountain, See the changing of the seasons spring moving into summer moving
into autumn and then the cold blast of winter. Notice the abundance of life and see the duality of life play out in
nature.
As you are taking in the mountain’s beauty you notice an ancient building almost hidden by fallen boulders. As you
move closer you see an entrance to this building. You move cautiously into the building and through dimmed light
you see a ceremonial chamber complete with altar painted with ancient symbols. You stand in reverence and you
wonder what civilisation had built this chamber.
“You have entered the temple of abundance” came a voice behind you. You turn to look, and a form moves from
the darkness into the dimmed light. It is a man with a kind face. “I am Enki and I am here to help you find
abundance in your life” He beckons you to move closer to the altar. Enki hands you a parchment and asks you to
write down your abundance desires. “Look deep into your heart to see what you truly need before you write.” When
you have finished writing what you need you hand the parchment to Enki. He blesses the parchment and adds it to
a hidden compartment in the altar. “It is done, your desire has been granted “.
You thank Enki and he leads you out of the chamber. “Be wise in your choices and be thankful for what you
receive”
Enki moves back into the ancient building and you are left on top of the mountain. A gentle breeze caresses you
and you feel a shift in the energy around you. As you stand looking out over the landscape you take a quiet
moment to thank the Universe for your fortunate life.
It is now time to return to your reality and you move yourself off the mountain and back into the circle. You bring
your awareness back fully into your body. Assimilate what you have experienced and notice the shift within you.
When you are ready wriggle your fingers and toes and open your eyes.

Closing
ENKI CLOSING
Thank you Enki, King of the world
For bringing forth your benevolence in these troubled times.
Hail and Farewell

TIAMAT CLOSING
Oh Great Goddess Tiamat, thank you for arising
and awakening in the darkness and the abyss.
Thank you for assisting in our journey.
I release thee.

DRAGONS CLOSING
Dragons of the primordial waters,
Dragons from the primal source of creation,
Dragons of Lightness and Darkness,
Dragons of Chaos and Form,
Thank you for joining us to impart your wisdom and ancient knowledge,
and for guarding and protecting us this night.
Hail and Farewell.

CLOSE QUARTERS

NORTH

SOUTH
I close the Southern gates of Earth
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and
protecting this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts,
So shall it be.
Trace the sigil in reverse.

WEST
I close the Western gates of Water
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and
protecting this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts,
So shall it be.
Trace the sigil in reverse.

I close the Northern gates of Fire
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and
protecting this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts,
So shall it be.
Trace the sigil in reverse.

EAST
I close the Eastern gates of Air
Thank you for coming forth, witnessing this rite and
protecting this circle.
May you dwell within our hearts,
So shall it be.
Trace the sigil in reverse.

Person who is hosting the ritual says:
By the power of the dragons this circle is closed.

The Sydney circle’s altar with cinnamon sticks rolled up in paper.

